China Pushes Bank Lending In Effort to Expand Economy

**Standoff With Unions Tests Argentine President**

**What's News**

- China's central bank outlined new steps to boost bank lending to households and businesses at its annual meeting on what is expected to be a broad plan of stimulus by policymakers to propel growth this year under a new leadership.
- Tesla warned of "notably slower growth" in profit, as the world's most valuable auto company took a hit in the fourth quarter amid growing uncertainty about the auto sector's broader prospects.
- A lithium-ion battery apocalypse raised 275 million dollars from China and other regions to boost electric vehicle battery, B4
- Profits dropped sharply in the fourth quarter, including at bigger ones.
- Permits grounded Boeing 737 max 10s to return to "The Daily Show" to serve as a part-time host through January.
- Five of the most influential union in the industrial Midwest, as he campaigns for 2024.
- In 2024 is under way, signaling the broader trend of less among than 0.1%, while the JDIA.......

### China Pushes Bank Lending In Effort to Expand Economy

**The Daily Journal**

UNIONBANKE-China’s central bank outlined new steps to boost bank lending to households and businesses, as new steps to what is expected to be a broad plan of stimulus by policymakers to propel growth this year under a new leadership.

It comes as the trade-offs of signs of growing government support for China’s emerging stock market, with investors detecting a rush of share buying by pension-bank insurers and other state-linked firms.

The banks to reduce requirements—announced separately by PBOC Governor Yi Gang and China Guoring Fu Gongteng during a news conference on Wednesday in Beijing—will signal that officials are getting growing pressure from market-mad minsters to ease policy for the broader economy.

The move is unlikely to change economists who say that the world’s second-largest economy won’t catch or more abundant loans but rather a push in government spending, as well as more forceful efforts to bring a broad re-rated real estate and consumer confidence.

The PBOC action is a positive signal of the government’s desire to raise the cost of growth momentum and stabilize a financial shock that started early in the year.

**China Pushes Bank Lending In Effort to Expand Economy**

Prime Minister

Kerry disagrees, signaling with the general consensus.

Tesla said the central bank would allow the amount of reserve banks need to hold against their deposits starting Oct 16. Earlier projections pointed to $2.3 billion, but that can vary by quarter.

The timing came as a surprise. Many economists were anticipating a cut in bonds reserve requirements but not for at least another quarter.

### Tesla Warns Of Slower Growth In 2024

Operating income dropped 47% amid softer demand, shrinking margins.

By Rebecca Blayt

“Tesla warned of “notably slower growth” in profit, as the world’s most valuable auto company took a hit in the fourth quarter amid growing uncertainty about the auto sector’s broader prospects.

Tesla also reported a loss in growth momentum and signaled a financial shock that started early in the year.

The timing came as a surprise. Many economists were anticipating a cut in bonds reserve requirements but not for at least another quarter.
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